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Youkaidou (Import) FAQ/Walkthrough
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Youkaido 
(c) 2002 FUUKI Co., LTD ALL RIGHT RESERVED. 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
GUIDE  
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
Please use these cheat codes that are listed below to easily beat this game. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Gold MAX          030031A8:0F 
                  030031A9:27  
HP MAX in Battle  03003152:FF  (Only 255HP for 01 youkai) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                About the game 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Remove a direction by the using the "charm" of a friendly youkai as a youkai  
user, and to exterminate the bad youkai. The battle adopts a puzzle game  
format. The youkai who exceeds 100 companions can increase by doing the  
battle, and the exchange of battle and youkai with the friend can be enjoyed  
by using a communication cable. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
HP recovery system  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Tool name          Effect                                      Price  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Recovery Medicine  Recover a small amount of the youkai's HP      8 
Recovery G         Recover a so-so amount of the youkai's HP     50 
Recovery SP        Recover a great amount of the youkai's HP    100 
Full recovery      Completely recover the apparition's HP       300 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Status Recovery System 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Tool name              Effect                        Price 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Eye medicine           Recover "dark" in battle             10  
Salt of purification   Recover "curse" in battle            10 
Restorative            Recover "confusion" in battle        10 
Alarm Clock            Recover "sleep" in battle            10 
Antidote               Recover "poison" in battle           10 
Panacea                Recover all abnormalities in battle  50 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Parameter Change System 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Tool Name   Effect                             Price  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Power UP    Up the attack power in battle       16  
Guard UP    Up the defense power in battle      16  
Power Down  Down the attack power in battle     16 
Guard Down  Down the defense power in battle    16 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Deck Change System 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Tool Name            Effect                                      Price  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Up and Down Change  Replace the up and down deck in battle      100  
1 Row Down          Lower the deck field by one row in battle   100 



1 Row Up            Raise the deck field by one row in battle   100  
All Rows Up         Fully open the deck field in battle         200  
Shuffle             Mix the deck in battle                      100  
Uneven              Replace the deck by two rows in battle      100 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Adventure in Collecting 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The story advances by collecting information on the map similarly to a  
general RPG. The battle starts when you meet the enemy's youkai on the way.   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Battle Mode 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
             Player's youkai  Enemy's youkai 
Deck Field
             Console          Command Puzzle 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The battle is done in a new form called the 'puzzle battle system.' The  
player and enemy advance in the battle by removing the 'charms' that exist  
on alternate deck fields. If it is easily explained, it is a way of removing  
the 'charm' of "attack" and "defense" instead of inputting the command of  
"attack" and "Defense" like the usual RPG.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Types of Charms 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Attack Charm   (Sword)  -  When you remove the attack charm, you remove the  
                           instruction of the usual attack.  
Defense Charm (Shield)  -  When you erase the defense charm, you remove the 
                           instruction of defense.  

The attribute charms are fire magic (red), water magic (blue), wind magic  
(green), earth magic (brown), light magic (white), and dark magic (black).  

You can accumulate MP by removing the charms of the same attribute as your  
youkai. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Removing of the Charms 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Move the cursor right and left, and choose the charm to remove the charm.  
You can remove the charms simultaneously if the same charm match with the  
up, down, left, right.  

The power increases as you remove more with the collection of the charms.  
An upset win is also possible when you cleverly arrange the charms and remove  
them at once!!   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Command Panel 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
You can use "magic" and "tools" when you choose the command panel. The  
"magic" and "tools" are also various kinds!!  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2 Hidden Modes 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In 'Youkaidou,' to tell the truth, there are two extra "hidden mode." First  
of all, to enter the "hidden mode," you start the game with "hajimekara."  
And, it is good if you put in the key words instead of hero's name. Then, it  
is the introduction of the two "hidden modes."  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sound Test  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The key word for the "Sound Test" is 'saundokiku.' (saundo in katakana and  



kiku in hiragana). 'Let's put this key word in the name input. The operation  
procedures of the "Sound Test" is the tune selection that you want to hear  
with a cross button, the musical performance starts with the A button, and  
the musical performance stops with the B button. By the way, you can quickly  
change the music number with the L and R button. Please reset software or  
turn off the power to end "Sound Test."   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Youkai Encyclopedia  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The key word for the "Youkai Encyclopedia" is 'jitenmiru.' (jitenmiru in  
hiragana). You can look at the encyclopedia where all youkais are recorded  
when you input this key word in the name input. The operation procedures of  
the "Youkai Encyclopedia" is basically the same while playing the game. You  
can select the youkai who you want to look at with the cross button. To end  
the "Youkai Encyclopedia," push the B button to return to the title. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Battle Menu 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Magic
Tools      >You   >Enemy 
Switch 
Escape 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Menu 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Property   >Tool  >Important 
Notebook 
Charm
Encyclopedia 
Setup
Record 
Close
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Tool Shop 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Came to buy 
Came to sell 
Nothing in particular 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Choose "from the beginning" + "yes" + "decide (yellow)" + "yes." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Ichinohe Village   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
At Yashaou's house, you can rest to recover Kawauso's HP. Speak to Toku-san  
who's nearby the front of Yashaou's house, and choose "I understand! Leave  
it to me! (#1)." Now, fight Kuroboze. After defeating Kuroboze, go to the  
upper right, and go thru the door into Nobujii's house. In Nobujii's house,  
speak to Nobujii, and choose "I understand! Leave it to me! (#1)." Now,  
fight Tsuchikorobi. After defeating Nobujii, leave that house. Go downward,  
and go thru the door into Tora's house. In Tora's house, speak to Tora's  
grandmother, and choose "I understand! Leave it to me! (#1)." Now, fight  
Nobusuma. After defeating Nobusuma, Yashaou gets 30G. Leave that house. Speak  
to Shittara who is nearby the east gate, and choose "no, nothing... (#1)." Go  
to the right, and there is a scene, and choose "youkai?! (#1)." Go thru the  
door into the elder's house which is nearby. In the elder's house, go upward,  
and speak to the elder, choose "why? (#1)" + "What on earth is that shrine?  
(#1)" + "Why did they seal it? (#1)." Go back to the elder's house, speak  
to the elder, and choose "I understand. I will go! (#1)." Leave the village.  
Items found inside of the three treasures in the forest nearby are 5G and  
recovery medicine x2. Go northeast, and speak to Ittan Momen who is nearby  



the truck. Now, fight Ittan Momen. After defeating Ittan Momen, choose "I  
did it naturally (#1)" + "Is it a foolish thing or something like that? (#1)"  
+ "Please leave it to me! (#1)." Go back to the elder's house, speak to the  
elder again, and choose "Why such atrocity? (#1)." Leave the village, and go  
northeast to Futago Town.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Futago Town  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go upward, and go thru the door into the station. In the station, speak to  
the station employee who is blocking the way. Leave the station. Go to the  
right, and go thru the door into the warehouse (white building) which is  
nearby. Item found inside of the treasure chest on 1F is 10G. In the  
warehouse, go to the upper left, and go up the stairs to 2F. Item found  
inside of the treasure chest on 2F is recovery medicine. On 2F, go around to  
the lower left, and go up the stairs to 3F. Item found inside of the treasure  
chest on 3F is recovery medicine. On 3F, go to the upper right, and go up the  
stairs to 4F. On 4F, go down the bottom stairs that's nearby to 3F. On 3F, go  
downward, and go up the stairs to 4F. On 4F, go to the left, speak to Kongou,  
and there is a scene. Now, fight Amanojaku. After defeating Amanojaku, fight  
Mouryou. After defeating Mouryou, leave the warehouse, and go back to the  
station. In the station, speak to the station employee. Leave the station.  
Go downward, and go thru the door into Goroo-san's house which is on the  
left nearby the west gate. In Goroo-san's house, speak to Goroo-san who is  
lying in bed. Now, fight Keukegen. After defeating Keukegen, leave that  
house. Go to the west side of the town, and go thru the gate into the Stone  
Quarry.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Stone Quarry  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Items inside the three treasure chests found are recovery medicine, 20G, and  
dynamite. Go to the upper right corner, and search the treasure chest for the  
dynamite. Leave the stone quarry, and go back into Futago Town.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Futago Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go back to Goroo-san's house, and speak to Goroo-san. Leave that house,  
and go back to the station. In the station, speak to the station employee,  
and there is a scene. Speak to Kongou who is nearby the train. Now, fight  
Amanojaku twice. After defeating Amanojaku, fight Aobouzu. After defeating  
Aobouzu, there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Ichinohe Village   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Choose "It might be the same! (#1)." Leave the village, and go back to Futago  
Town.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Futago Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go back to the station. In the station, go upward, and go thru the door into  
the train. On the train, choose "yes" to go to Mitsuya Town.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mitsuya Town   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Leave the station. Go downward, speak to Hazuki who is in front of the  
department store (building on the left), and choose "This is awful! (#1)" 
+ "Can I help? (#2)." Leave Hazuki's house. Go upward, and go thru the door  
into the department store (building on the left). In the department store,  
go to the upper right, and go down the stairs to B1. On B1, search the two  
treasure chests for recovery medicine and 50G. Go back up the stairs to 1F.  
On 1F, go up the stairs that's nearby to 2F. Items found inside the two  



treasure chests on 2F are power down and one row up. On 2F, go up the stairs  
that's nearby to 3F. Item found inside the two treasure chest on 3F is 50G.  
On 3F, go up the stairs that's nearby to 4F. Item found inside treasure chest  
on 4F is recovery G. On 4F, go up the stairs that's nearby to 5F. On 5F, go  
around to the lower right, and speak to Akisu. Now, fight Gotokuneko. After  
defeating Gotokuneko, fight Tsuripebi. After defeating Tsuripebi, leave the  
department store, and go back to Hazuki's house. In Hazuki's house, speak to  
Hazuki, and then speak to Zeneko (the man in black). Now, fight Kappa. After  
defeating Kappa, fight Suiko. After defeating Suiko, speak to Hazuki again,  
and choose "This is not understood..." (#1) + "I will collect the parts...  
(#2)." Leave that house. Go downward, and go thru the opening into the  
white building. In the white building, go downward, and go thru the opening  
into the south side of the town. Go to the right, and go thru the door into  
Tatsu-san's shop which is on the left side of the tool shop. Tatsu-san is  
nearby the door of his shop. In Tatsu-san's shop, go to the lower right, and  
speak to Ittan Momen. Now, fight Ittan Momen. After defeating Ittan Momen,  
leave that store, and go downward. Go to the left, and go thru the door into  
Saki's shop. Saki is nearby the door of her shop. In Saki's shop, go to upper  
right, and go up the stairs to 2F. On 2F, go to the lower left, and speak to  
Tsuchikorobi. Now, fight Tsuchikorobi. After defeating Tsuchikorobi, leave  
that shop. Go to the right, and go thru the door into Tamagawa's building.  
Tamagawa is nearby the door of his building. In Tamagawa's building, go to  
the upper right, and go up the stairs to 2F. On 2F, go downward, and go up  
the stairs to 3F. On 3F, go to the lower right, and speak to Tsuchikorobi.  
Now, fight Tsuchikorobi. After defeating Tsuchikorobi, leave that building.  
Speak to Tamagawa to get the parts of utility battery (1-3), speak to Saki  
to get the parts of pan with both hands (2-3), and speak to Tatsu-san to get  
the parts of strong rubber tube (3-3). Go back into the white building that's  
nearby, and go thru the opening at the top into the north side of the town. 
Go back into Hazuki's house, speak to Hazuki, there is a scene, and choose  
"We break down Talos! (#2)." Leave that house, and go back into the south  
side of the town. Go to the lower right, and go thru the door into the music  
hall which is on the right side of Tamagawa's building. In the music hall,  
go to the upper left, and speak to the Robot. Leave the music hall. Go back  
into the north side of the town. Go back into Hazuki's house, and speak  
to Hazuki. Leave that house, and go back into the south side of the town.  
Go back into the music hall. In the music hall, speak to the Robot, and  
there is a scene. Now, fight Hiderigami. After defeating Hiderigami, fight  
Mokumokuren. After defeating Mokumokuren, fight Oboroguruma. After defeating  
Oboroguruma, there is a scene. Leave Hazuki's house, and go back into the  
station. In the station, go upward, and go thru the door into the train. 
On the train, choose "yes" + "Yotsugi Village (#2)" to go to Yotsugi Village.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Yotsugi Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Leave the station, and go into the village area where the buildings are at.  
In this area, go to the lower left, and go into Kanna's house. In Kanna's  
house, speak to Kanna. Leave that house. Go into the old temple that's in  
the center of the village. Item found inside of the treasure chest on 1F is  
up and down change. In the old temple, go upward, and go up the stairs to 2F.  
Item found inside of the treasure chest on 2F is 20G. On 2F, go downward, and 
go up the bottom stairs to 3F. On 3F, go down the stairs on the left to 2F.  
On 2F, go downward, and go up the stairs to 3F. On 3F, go down the middle  
stairs that's nearby to 2F. On 2F, go up the stairs on the left to 3F. On  
3F, go down the top stairs that's nearby to 2F. On 2F, go up the top stairs  
that's nearby to 3F. On 3F, go downward, and up down the stairs to 4F. Item  
found inside of the treasure chest is recovery G. On 4F, go around to the  
lower left, and speak to Karasu Tengu. Now, fight Karasu Tengu. After  
defeating Karasu Tengu, Yashaou gets the heating pad. Leave the temple,  
and go back to Kanna's house. In Kanna's house, speak to Kanna. Leave that  



house. Go to the east side of the village, and go thru the gate into the  
forest. Items found inside of the three treasure chests are recovery G, 50G,  
and 1 row up. Go to the south side of the forest, and go into Snow Fairy's  
hut. In Snow Fairy's hut, speak to Snow Fairy. Now, fight Snow Fairy. After  
defeating Snow Fairy, leave that hut, and go around northeast side to Goshiki  
Swamp. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Goshiki Swamp 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go downward, and go thru the door into Alice's house which is in front of  
the inn and tool shop. In Alice's house, go up the stairs to 2F. On 2F,  
speak to Alice, and choose "Good, it's a match! (#2)." Now, fight Sarakazoe.  
After defeating Sarakazoe, fight Honeonna. After defeating Honeonna, fight  
Gashadokuro. After defeating Gashadokuro, Yashaou gets the ID card. Leave  
that house. Go to the left, and go thru the door into Kidoushuu's assembly  
hall (the house on the left side of Alice's house). In Kidoushuu's assembly  
hall, go around to the lower right, and speak to Zeneko who is blocking the  
stairs. Now, fight Suiko. After defeating Suiko, go up the stairs to 2F. Item  
found inside of the treasure chest on 2F is recovery SP. On 2F, go to the  
upper right, and go up the stairs to 3F. Item found inside of the two  
treasure chests on 3F are recovery SP and recovery G. On 3F, go to the lower  
left, and go down the stairs to 2F. On 2F, speak to Akisi who is blocking the 
way. Now, fight Wanyuudou. After defeating Wanyuudou, go upward, and go up  
the stairs to 3F. On 3F, go up the stairs that's nearby to 4F. On 4F, go  
to the lower right, and speak to Miroku. Now, fight Tesso. After defeating  
Tesso, fight Kurokamikiri. After defeating Kurokamikiri, there is a scene.  
Leave the assembly hall. [On the northeast side of the swamp, there is  
Kyuuhou Village to the east that sells "all rows up" (200G), and a cave to  
the south which has a lot of strong youkais]. Go to the lower right, and go  
thru the gate into the forest. Items found inside of the three treasure  
chests are 50G, recovery G, and 1 row up. There is a cave nearby Muguruma  
Town which has a lot of strong youkais. Items found inside of the treasure  
chests are recovery SP (1F), recovery G (1F), recovery SP (2F), recovery SP  
(3F). On 3F, there is an exit which leads back to Goshiki Swamp). Go around  
to the south to Muguruma Town.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Muguruma Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the lower right, and go thru the door into Kisaragi's house. In  
Kisaragi's house, go up the stairs, and speak to Kisaragi twice. Leave that  
house. Go to the lower left, speak to Rose twice, and choose "Good, it will  
be a match! (#2)." Now, fight Daitarabou. After defeating Daitarabou, choose  
"well, I must admit it (#1)!" Go back to Kisaragi's house. In Kisaragi's  
house, go up the stairs, speak to Kisaragi, choose "Ah, it's good! (#1)" to  
get the boat ticket. Go to the west side of the town to the port, speak to  
the seaman who is blocking the entrance of the ship, choose "yes," and the  
ship will sail to Nanafune Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Nanafune Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the northeast side of the town, and go thru the gate into the forest.  
Go north, and go thru the door into the house. In this house, speak to Frank  
who is nearby, and choose "Manage there!! (#2)" + "I always mean that if  
I am defeated... (#1)." Go upward, and speak to Al who is blocking the way.  
Now, fight Nobiagari. After defeating Nobiagari, fight Mikoshi Nyuudou. After  
defeating Mikoshi Nyuudou, go thru the door that's nearby into the forest.  
Items found inside of the two treasure chests are 1 row down x2. Go north to  
Yatsuhashi Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Yatsuhashi Village 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the upper left, and go thru the door into Amimot's house. In Amimot's  
house, speak to Amimot to hear his story. Leave that house. Go downward, and  
go thru the door into Muts' house which is nearby the entrance (south gate).  
In Muts' house, speak to Muts, choose "No, nothing... (#2)." Speak to Muts  
again, and choose "For instance, the thing of bottle... (#2)" + "Now, is it  
the same? (#2)" to make her disappear. Leave that house. Go to the north side 
of the village to the beach, and speak to Muts again. Go into the Offshore  
Cave which is nearby. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Offshore Cave  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go upward, and go up the stairs to 2F. Item found inside of the two treasure  
chests on 2F are 90G and 120G. Go to the far upper left, and go up the stairs 
to 2F. On 2F, go upward, and go up the stairs to 3F. On 3F, speak to Ushioni.  
Now, fight Ushioni. After defeating Ushioni, leave the cave, and go back into 
Yatsuhashi Village. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Yatsuhashi Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Speak to Muts. Go to the left, and go thru the west exit into Ura Mountain. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Ura Mountain 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go south, and cross over the bridge to find the airship. Go into the airship,  
and search the four treasure chests to find the items of all rows up, 500G,  
and 1 row down x2. Leave the airship, and go northwest to the Sealed Cave. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sealed Cave 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go upward, and go thru the door into the next area. In this area, go upward,  
and go down the stairs to B1. On B1, go all the way up, and there is a scene. 
Now, fight Kurokamikiri. After defeating Kurokamikiri, fight Kurokamikiri.  
After defeating Kurokamikiri, fight Amikiri. After defeating Amikiri, there  
is a scene. Leave the cave, and go back to Yatsuhashi Village. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Yatsuhashi Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the south, and go thru the gate, and go back to Nanafune Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Nanafune Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the port, and speak to the seaman. Leave the town, and go back to  
Yatsuhashi Village. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Yatsuhashi Village  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go thru the door into Muts' house, and speak to Muts twice. Leave the  
village, and go back to Sealed Cave. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sealed Cave  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go upward, and search the door on the right to open it. Go thru that door  
into the next area. In this area, go upward, and go down the stairs to B1.  
On B1, go upward, and go down the stairs to B2. Items found inside of the  
two treasure chests on B2 are all rows up x2. On B2, go all the way up, and 
go down the stairs to B3. Item found inside of the treasure chest on B3 is  
1 row down. On B3, go all the way up, and climb the ladder up to exit the  
cave back into Ichinohe Village.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Ichinohe Village  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go back to the elder's house, speak to the elder. Leave the village, and go  
back to Futago Town.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Futago Town  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go back to the station. In the station, go upward, and go thru the door into  
the train. On the train, choose "yes" + "Goshiki Swamp (#3)" to go back to  
Goshiki Swamp.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Goshiki Swamp 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Leave the station. Go to the northeast side of the swamp, and go thru the  
gate into the forest. Go all the way east to Kyuuhou Village. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Kyuuhou Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The tool shop sells "all rows up" (200G). Go to the north side of the  
village, and go thru the door into the Tower of Training (Left).  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Tower of Training (Left) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Speak to Kaijou who is blocking the way. Now, fight Ubume. After defeating  
Ubume, Ungaikeu. After defeating Ungaikeu, go up the stairs to 2F. On 2F,  
go downward, and speak to Shinmei. Now, fight Buruburu. After defeating  
Buruburu, fight Namahage. After defeating Namahage, go up the stairs on  
the left to 3F. On 3F, speak to Ooiwa who is blocking the way. Now, fight  
Konakijijii. After defeating Konakijijii, fight Setodaiseu. After defeating  
Setodaiseu, go thru the opening into the balcony. On the balcony, go to the  
right side, and go thru the opening into the tower. Go up the stairs that's  
nearby to 4F. On 4F, go to the lower left, and speak to Asuka. Now, fight  
Houkou. After defeating Houkou, fight Jinmenju. After defeating Jinmenju,  
go up the stairs that's nearby to 5F. On 5F, speak to Rose. Now, fight  
Daitarabou. After defeating Daitarabou, fight Daitarabou. After defeating  
Daitarabou, Yashaou gets the Training Completion Book. Leave the tower, and  
go back into Kyuuhou Village. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Kyuuhou Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go thru the door into the Tower of Training (right).  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Tower of Training (Right)  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go up the stairs to 3F. On 3F, go thru the opening into the balcony. On the  
balcony, go to the left side, and go thru the opening into the tower. Go to  
the lower right, and go up the stairs to 4F. On 4F, go up the stairs to 5F.  
On 5F, speak to Mina. Now, fight Nuhhehofu. After defeating Nuhhehofu, fight  
Yamawaro. After defeating Yamawaro, fight Aobouzu. After defeating Aobouzu,  
Yashaou gets Ashura's sword. Leave the tower, and go back into Kyuuhou  
Village. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Kyuuhou Village 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Make sure to buy a lot of "all rows up" (200G) at the tool shop. Leave the  
village, and go back to Goshiki Swamp. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Goshiki Swamp 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go back to the station. In the station, go upward, and go thru the door into  



the train. On the train, choose "yes" + "Mitsuya Town (#2)" to go back to  
Mitsuya Town.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mitsuya Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Leave the station. Go downward, and go into the garden. In the garden, speak  
to the soldier who is blocking the way, and there is a scene. Go thru the  
door into Devil's Castle that's nearby. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Devil's Castle  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go upward, and go up the stairs to 2F. On 2F, go up the stairs that's nearby  
on the right to 3F. On 3F, go to the lower right, and go up the stairs to 4F.  
4F, go up the stairs that's nearby on the left to 5F. On 5F, go thru the  
skull's mouth into Hell. [I would recommend using the youkai of Honeonna  
(Skeleton Woman) LV40; light/dark; for this battle even though she cannot  
use magic in battle, her attack is very good on other youkai bosses  
especially the final boss]. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Hell 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go all the way around to the north side of Hell, and speak to Devil Shittara.  
There is a scene. Speak to Shuten Douji. Now, fight Tamamonomae. After  
defeating Tamamonomae, fight Ibaragi Douji. After defeating Ibaragi Douji,  
fight Nue. After defeating Nue, fight the final boss Devil Shuten Douji. 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
THE END 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
Version 1.0 
By Ritchie (hidall@hotmail.com) 
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